Danny Best: Full On
By Jen Storer
Illustrated by Mitch Vane
Summary
Danny Best doesn't just think he's The Best. He knows it!
With his friends Fab, Clancy, Sticks, Dylan and Mae, plus
trusty dog Pugsley, Danny turns every single day into one
crazy adventure.
And if you don't believe me, check these out:
'Danny Best tells lies,' Olivia aged 7.
'I would like to wrestle Danny Best,' Joe aged 8.
'I once saw Danny Best. But then I didn't,' Zac aged 8.
'Danny Best lives near my cousin,' Rory aged 9.
'Danny Best should sit up straight and stop fooling around,'
Mrs Gidley, teacher.
'Danny Best is a legend!' Anonymous aged 8 and threequarters.
Written by the author of the best-selling and very popular
TRULY TAN series and jam-packed with hilarious
illustrations by Mitch Vane, this is the best-ever series for
fans of Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates, Big Nate and Weirdo.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In the stories that make up ‘Full On’, 8 3/4 year old Danny Best gets up to a lot of
mischief because he is one of those kids who has a lot going on in his head. When
Danny and his friend Fab decide to play a game of cops and robbers. Danny
wants to prove he is the most daring and brilliant robber in cops-and-robbers
history, so he decides to hide under the house. It’s not the fear of zombie
possums and flesh-eating spiders under there that drives him out, it’s the
festering fish-guts breath of Pugsley the dog. Danny makes a break for it on his
bike, but the bike stops dead and Danny goes flying. He hits the ground with a
thump and then gets jumped on by Fab and their friend Sticks.
Danny proves himself as the Chief Commander of the Special Operations Squad
by being the first to complete a death defying obstacle course which he designed
and constructed in the vacant lot next door. Little does he know that Fab and
Mae have booby trapped the cardboard box tunnel with mashed up banana,
leading to an all-in Kung Fu fight inside the boxes. Which Danny wins, of course.
Danny writes a creative story for his teacher, Mrs Gidley who makes it clear
there is to be no mention of bums, farts, squashed kittens or cow-poo pizza. ‘The
Maniac Horse’ is the story of a very pretty pony that all the girls in the pony club
want to ride. When the pony’s true nature is revealed Dianna yells ‘Run for your
lives, Pony Club! That is not a pretty pony. It is a maniac flesh-eating horse from
hell.’ Mrs Gidley is so impressed with Danny’s story she marks it very good
indeed.
What the neighbourhood really needs is a bike racetrack and Danny has a plan
and a shed full of stuff to build one. With the help of his friends they build a track
to challenge all comers. It has a long straight leading into a sharp bend, a loony
loop, a dizzy detour and a dead man’s jump over the pit of horrors. Somehow
everyone ends up covered in mud and Pugsley gets a wash.
Sir Danny Best, great explorer and wilderness expert and his friend Fab decide to
pitch a tent in the vacant lot next door for a sleep out. To show his leadership
skills Danny gets Fab to put up the tent. On seeing this the other kids, Mae, Sticks,
Clancy and Dylan, all decide to put up tents too. It gets dark and the weather is
getting colder. The wind picks up and Dylan’s tent goes down. Danny’s tent is
about go the same way and all the kids cram into the girl’s princess tent. Things
get scary when they hear someone or something moving around outside.
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Danny isn’t just a dreamer, he’s a doer. He would tell you that he’s easily the best
kid living in Zig Zag Street, probably the best kid in the country or maybe even
the whole world. He is pretty boastful but luckily he has a gang of friends that
don't let him get away with too much and at the same time they have great fun
together. Even if Danny still thinks he’s the best.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jen Storer is the author of the bestselling and very popular TRULY TAN series.
Her fantasy novel Tensy Farlow and the Home For Mislaid Children was
shortlisted for a string of awards, including the Prime Minister's Literary Awards
(Best Children's Fiction) and the 2011 CBCA Book of the Year.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Mitch Vane has been working as a freelance illustrator for over twenty years, five
of those based in London. Mitch has illustrated and co-created many bestselling
series, including THE LITTLE LUNCH series by Danny Katz.

CURRICULUM AREAS AND KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
Understand differences between the language of opinion and feeling and the
language of factual reporting or recording. (ACELA1489)
Understand that social interactions influence the way people engage with ideas
and respond to others for example when exploring and clarifying the ideas of
others, summarising their own views and reporting them to a larger group
(ACELA1488)
Understand that the meaning of sentences can be enriched through the use of
noun groups/phrases and verb groups/phrases and prepositional phrases
(ACELA1493)
Explore the effect of choices when framing an image, placement of elements in
the image, and salience on composition of still and moving images in a range of
types of texts (ACELA1496)
Incorporate new vocabulary from a range of sources into students’ own texts
including vocabulary encountered in research (ACELA1498)
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Discuss literary experiences with others, sharing responses and expressing a
point of view (ACELT1603)
Discuss how authors and illustrators make stories exciting, moving and
absorbing and hold readers’ interest by using various techniques, for example
character development and plot tension (ACELT1605)

KEY LEARNING AREAS
 Writing for an Audience
As a group, read the three passage where Danny, Fab and Clancy are racing their
bikes on the racetrack (p.175, 182 and 185-7 respectively).
How does this compare to the way that sports reporters write for the news?
This is an actual newspaper report of a Rugby Union game.
“In a case of highway robbery, Australia snatched the scarcely deserved win at the
death with Kuridrani’s fifth Test try, muscling over the line and somehow sneaking
the ball down amidst a mess of bodies more than a minute-and-a-half into red
time.” The Guardian 21/7/15
Discussion
Is Danny like an apprentice sports reporter in the way he tells his story?
Are the passages in the book about the race and the rugby game report above
much the same? How would the language be different if it was a news item on a
subject like climate change? Discuss the use of adjectives and how these might
change depending on where the story appears and the audience.
Activities
1. Write the same scene from the point of view of Clancy or Fab. Would they
agree that Danny was the winner if all three failed to reach the finish line?
2. Imagine if the race was a real one and that the local newspaper had sent a
reporter to do a story on. How might the story be presented? Where would it
appear in the paper? In what ways would the writing be different?
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Understand differences between the language of opinion and
feeling and the language of factual reporting or recording (ACELA1489)


Hyperbole

They say that hyperbole is without doubt the single greatest thing in the history
of the universe. Danny Best would argue that he is. The way that Danny uses
hyperbole to describe his experiences is entertaining and makes ‘Full On’ fun to
read.
Who is the greatest? Watch this youtube video of a Muhammed Ali speech
featuring his claim, ‘Only last week I murdered a rock. Injured a stone.
Hospitalised a brick.
I’m so mean I make medicine sick.’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISBOwJYDTbI
Activities
1. Use hyperbole to describe ordinary activities or things. Brushing your teeth
with a scientifically proven germ destroying toothbrush or eating a triple
layered 10,000 calorie sandwich that is so big your mum had to drive a truck
to deliver it to school. They don’t have to be exciting events as long as the
descriptions are over-the-top.
2. Create a list of the characters in the story and collect the comments that
contain hyperbole. You could start with the description of Pugsley’s breath
(p.25) or Sitcks' burp (p.291)
3. Read this poem by Sharon Hendricks
What Am I?
I’m bigger than the entire earth
More powerful than the sea
Though a million, billion have tried
Not one could ever stop me.
I control each person with my hand
and hold up fleets of ships.
I can make them bend to my will
with one word from my lips.
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I’m the greatest power in the world
in this entire nation.
No one should ever try to stop
a child’s imagination.
Write your own poem about how brilliant and fantastic you are. Use a thesaurus
to collect synonyms to expand your writing or use ‘Criminal Synonyms posters
from the Teacher’s Pet website to begin (see references for website address).
Understand that the meaning of sentences can be enriched through the
use of noun groups/phrases and verb groups/phrases and prepositional
phrases (ACELA1493)



Retelling for Comprehension

At the end of each chapter there is a quiz for better understanding the characters
and events that have occurred. The quizzes are great for comprehension and
help readers retell characters views and events.
Activity
Have students create multiple choice quizzes like the ones used in Full On for
other books or other subjects like mathematics, science and history. They could
make the questions and alternative answers fun. Use this as a tool to de-stress
the multiple choice format of NAPLAN.


Similes and Metaphors

Similes draw comparisons by using words such as ‘like’ and ‘as’ where
metaphors promote comparison by claiming two things are the same. Look
through the list below and decide which are similes and which are metaphors.







Spiders so big they wear shoes and eat with a knife and fork’. p.17
The floor of the house is like a wooden lid just above my head. p.15
Spiders as big as Dad’s hands. p.17
His breath smells like festering fish guts. It smells like an octopus dies in
his mouth. It smells like a rotten squid milkshake. p. 25
There are spies everywhere. p.29
Then I hear a loud wailing sound. EE-owww EE-owww. It’s a siren. p. 26
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Her eyes are bulging like Pugsley’s. p.229
We’re wilderness explorers. p.229
Clancy is an evil genius. p. 173
My bike is a B28 Dragon with all the engines firing. p.185



Onomatopoeia

There are many examples of onomatopoeia throughout the book. As wide a
collection of fromps and yoowls as you could imagine.
Activity
1. Here is a list of some of the onomatopoeia that appears in the book. Write
what or who makes these interesting sounds.
 Bang p.35
 Foomp p.37
 EE-oww EE-oww p.38
 Shhh p.64
 Arrrgh p.87
 Pow p.88
 Pop p.90
 Tick p.93-94
 TAP p.94
 BOOF, WHAM, WHACK p.99
2. Create a memory game based on the list of sounds. For example the first
person says ‘I went to Danny’s and I heard a bang’. The next person says ‘I
went to Danny’s and I heard a bang and a foomp’. Each person has to
remember the sound heard in the correct sequence.


Illustrations of Scenes and Characters

There are wonderful illustrations in Full On that not only depict the energy and
vitality of the characters but provide great detail for the areas where action takes
place. In particular look at these great images;



Google Earth view of Zig Zag Street (inside pages)
Danny’s backyard (p.10-11)
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Plan of Dead Man’s Jump Racetrack (p.164-165)

Discussion
Examine the image of the friends Kung Fu fighting in the obstacle tunnel (p.98).
We can see some limbs but few of them are identifiable.
Discuss why the illustrator has decided to draw the scene in this way and how it
might have added to our understanding of the scene. Is there a particular
sentence in the text that this is based on?
Could you write a caption for this or other images in the book?
Activities
1. Make a simple map of the roads in your area then add pictures of landmarks
like schools, shops, lanes and friend’s houses. How many names of the local
roads do you know? Mark the places where your friends live. Draw the
locations of houses that could be either safe or not. Using different colours
add what you can from your imagination. Could manholes in the street lead
to underground hideouts? Where would spies, robbers or librarians trade
their secrets and leave clues?
2. Examine the picture of Danny and friends preparing Dead Man’s Jump
closely. (p172-173) Write thought bubbles for each of the characters based
on their expressions.
Discuss how authors and illustrators make stories exciting, moving and
absorbing and hold readers’ interest by using various techniques, for
example character development and plot tension (ACELT1605)
Explore the effect of choices when framing an image, placement of
elements in the image, and salience on composition of still and moving
images in a range of types of texts (ACELA1496)
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THEMES AND IDEAS
Imagination: The Power to Transform
Imagination is the ability to imagine things that are not real: the ability to form a
picture in your mind of something that you have not seen or experienced. Danny
uses his imagination constantly. He pictures everything as being larger, more
dangerous and frightening than anyone else has ever seen before.
Discussion
Danny imagines flesh eating spiders and zombie possums when he hides under
the house (p.17), was he being silly to imagine these things or was he thinking of
his safety? When we play sometimes we have to make careful decisions about
what we do especially when parents or carers are not around. Should Danny
have been more careful? Should he have taken any precautions before he went
under the house? Are there dangerous insects or animals where you live? Would
you be able to recognise those that are dangerous from those that aren’t? What
should you do in case you are bitten or stung?
Activity
Research dangerous spiders and snakes that may be near you. Look for websites
about spiders and snakes. Make a chart with all the dangerous animals in your
area. Describe and illustrate them, list their habits, diet and habitat. How many
legs do they have? Eight, six, four or just two? Would you include a cranky sports
teacher in your list?
Discuss how authors and illustrators make stories exciting, moving and
absorbing and hold readers’ interest by using various techniques, for
example character development and plot tension (ACELT1605)
Independence from Family
In ‘Full On’ Danny talks and plays lots of games with his friends but doesn’t seem
to have the same amount of contact with his family. There are a few exchanges
between Danny, his Mum and his sister but they don’t seem to spend much time
together and on the morning of the obstacle course Mum says that she is leaving
for work (p.59) There is no mention of Danny having a dad. Lots of kids don’t live
with their dads but their family lives are normal and happy.
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Discussion
Would you describe Danny as being close to his mum and sister? Does the
number of times that Danny talks about other characters reflect the importance
of these relationships? Does this mean that he doesn’t’t have close relationships
with his family or is this book just about Danny and how he spends time with his
friends? What do the conversations that we hear (p. 38, 40, 42 and p.58-9) tell us
about how he feels?
Activities
1. Make a list of Danny’s relationships in order of importance. You will need to
give reasons why you think they might be important or not. You might
decide based on the number of times Danny mentions that person or how
they spend time together. You could start by looking at these to begin; Mum
calls Danny ‘Sweety’ (p.58) and Mum calls Fab a ‘lovely boy’ (p.42). Also look
at p.28, 38 & 40. Where does Dany’s mum and sister appear in the list?
2. Write a scene that might follow on from one of the chapters. For example
when Danny rides the racetrack, gets covered in mud and washes Pugsley,
What does his mum or sister say when he goes back in the house?(p. 197)
What conversation would you hear between Danny and his friends after the
obstacle course. (p.100 - 102)
Understand that social interactions influence the way people engage
with ideas and respond to others for example when exploring and
clarifying the ideas of others, summarising their own views and
reporting them to a larger group (ACELA1488)
Friends and Gender
In ‘Wilderness Expert’ when Clancy sees Danny and Fab putting up a tent she
decides that she wants to sleep out in the vacant lot too. Danny and Fab tell her
she can’t and that the wilderness is for men. ‘She won’t come back. She’s too
chicken’. But Clancy does return.
The only girl with a wheelbarrow comes back with Mae and brings her tent,
complete with a patio, chairs and cushions. The boys think that camping is just
for boys but Clancy and Mae are better prepared than them and their tent stays
up longest.
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Discussion
Why do the boys think that camping is not for girls? Do all boys like camping and
all girls not like it? Is Danny acting like a friend to Clancy and Mae? Compare
Danny’s reaction when Dylan and Sticks arrive with their tent and why is it
different? (p.247)
Activity
Research women who were explorers or real wilderness experts. Find out about
explorers such as Annie Smith Peck, Agnes and Margaret Smith or Gertrude Bell.
With a world map trace their journeys and compare the methods of travel and
technologies used on their amazing journeys.
Fair Play and Rules
In the book Danny acts like a free spirit who doesn’t have many rules to follow.
His mum tells him that he should be using his sister’s necklace in his game of
cops and robbers (p.38) and that he needs to wear his helmet on his bike (p.28).
Although he seems to follow so few rules, Danny makes up lots of rules for others
to follow.
Discussion
What rules do you have for your games? Is it fair to make up rules that advantage
one person over others? Danny says ‘That’s the best part of being CC. You can
change the rules whenever you want.’ (p.101) Is that right? Are Danny’s friends
aware of this when Sticks says ‘No way, ‘you’ll cheat.’ (p.63).
Activities
1. Write a set of rules for common playground games like Handball, Octopus
and Stuck-in-the-mud. Have different groups write rules for the same game.
Are the rules so well known that these rules are the same from both groups?
2. How do you decide who’s ‘it’. Write your own choosing rhyme similar to
‘Eeny, meany, miny, moe’.
3. Read the rules for the creative writing assignment that Mrs Gidley sets for
the class (p.117-118). Are the rules fair? Are these rules that all teachers
should use?
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Quick Quiz Activity
Find the answers to these questions
1) Who has a mind like a shark cage? p.153
2) What does Danny fire like flaming arrows? p. 157
3) What is the brain busting circle of the race track called? p.164
4) The racetrack pool is as wide as a giant, what? p.166
5) Danny thinks Clancy is a, what? p.173
6) Danny and friends are like brain-dead zombies from which planet? p.188
7) Where is the Ute Muster held? p. 204
8) What did Danny pin onto the mutated angry sweet potato? p.211
9) What temperature is it? p.226
10) What did Danny’s Mum lose? p.58
Answers
1) Pugsly
2) Instructions
3) Looney Loop
4) Crocodiles Lair
5) Evil Genius
6) Planet Schlop
7) Deniliquin
8) Plastic eyes
9) 10 degrees below
10) Cans of tuna

About the Author of these Notes
Michael Armiger has been a teacher, musician, account manager and kitchen
hand. His music career saw him perform and record with some of Australia’s
best known songwriters through the1980’s, he completed a communications
degree in the 90’s and worked in the printing industry in the ‘00’s. Michael
completed his Master of Teaching (Primary) degree at the University of
Western Sydney. He teaches in Sydney’s inner western suburbs where he
lives with his wife and their three children.
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